More rights, but not more money
On South Africa’s wine farms Fair Trade means clearer rules and better labour relations. But
wages remain extremely low, poverty stays guaranteed. The “fair trading” doesn’t effect real
economic transformation.
“People here have more self-esteem, because we can speak on the same level, treating each other with
respect. There is no speaking down”, says Elizabeth Jandjies. Here, that’s the Fair Trade certified wine
farm Merwida on the outskirts of Rawsonville, a small town about 100 kilometres north-east of Cape
Town. Jandjies is a farm worker there and the secretary of the Merwida Joint Body Trust. The workers’ organisation is part of the implementation of Fair Trade rules at Merwida Winery. On 700 hectares their company grows wine grapes, both for Merwida as well as for UniWines, a company jointly
owned by several local farmers. Together with five more colleagues, all of them elected by the workforce to lead the trust, Jandjies sits in the conference room of the company’s administration building.
Of course it’s not entirely possible to verify the state of labour relations. And indeed Jandjies’ words
may seem a bit surprising, considering that Merwida’s director Pierre van der Merwe had just before
expressed his impression that Fair Trade had initially made it “a bit more difficult to install proper
discipline on your farm”. “You can’t shout at or swear at people”, he reasoned and went on to explain:
“People are like that: If you know you get a hiding, you won’t do wrong.” When asked if that was his
true belief, he replied with a question in return: “Have you been in the army?”
Pragmatic change
When bosses, and on South African farms they are almost always white men, say things like that about
their – almost exclusively black workers, there often is a latent racism in the air. And while this is
obviously not openly expressed, it is deeply rooted in South Africa’s history. So, is a transition towards respectful co-relations even imaginable in this setting? There is no clear answer, but there are
indications for economic pragmatism being the driving force behind changes towards better work environments.
Van der Merwe for his account says, the initial difficulties have been “sorted out now”. Policies are in
place, he explains, whoever is sick needs a sick note, every worker’s productivity is measured. And
the workers are eager to mention the changes in the workplace which came along with the introduction
of the Fair Trade system. It’s a long list. The worker’s representatives, all active workers themselves,
seem convinced by the model.
Jandjies used to work on a different farm, one not certified by Fair Trade. As “broek skuur”, she describes the conditions there in Afrikaans, her native language. Directly translated this means “torn
trousers”, symbolizing tough times. Of Merwida the workers paint a different picture. With the “premium” money the trust receives from Fair Trade wine sales they paid for DSTV and televisions in the
workers’ houses, they say. Furthermore, they now have three taxis that bring their children to school
and themselves to Worcester, the nearest town, where they get their groceries. They even used the
vehicles for an annual fishing trip up the West Coast, they explain. In addition, a truck had been purchased that helps when “someone buys furniture”, they say.
The work itself has also changed. The workers’ reports sound like an extract from the Fair Trade rulebook. They now have boots, gloves, masks for handling hazardous chemicals and designated showers
to wash off their protective gear at shift’s end. “That wasn’t there before, when Fair Trade came in,
there were a lot changes”, one of the workers says and also points to mobile toilets, which he explains
they now have while working in the vineyards. Working hours are maximum nine hours per shift, men
and women are paid equally, they say. “The managers and us, we understand each other well on the
farm, so things go smoothly, there are no more so many arguments or accidents like on other farms”,
Goodman Jacobs, chairman of the joint body summarizes.
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Hot water and the right, not to be sworn at
There are similar reports from other “fair” farms. Chris Jacobs begins with mentioning the houses, in
which he himself and the other workers live on the BET-EL farm near Lutzville, a good 300 kilometres north of Cape Town. Nowadays they feature indoor bathrooms with toilets as well as hot water.
Before the fair trade was introduced, Jacobs remembers, they only had cold water, and even that only
from a tap outside, where the toilets also were. Things have changed. He now gets paid for overtime,
he says and also mentions better protective gear, mobile toilets and an improved workplace atmosphere. Workers can no longer be sworn at by their seniors, he claims. “The new thing is: I have
rights”, Jacobs confidently says.
The farm he’s been working on for ten years now, produces grapes for Stellar Organics. The company
is certified by the “Fair for Life” programme of Swiss IMO (Institute for Marketecology), which is by
now part of the French Ecocert Group. Standards are similar to those of more well-known organisation
Fairtrade International (FLO), whose headquarters are in Bonn, Germany, and which awards the “Fair
Trade” certifications. Initially Stellar, too, had its operations certified by FLO, but then they crossed
over to Fair for Life. For Managing Director Willem Rossouw that was a question of costs. His company had compared the expenditure for certification and licence fees to the financial gain for its workers and come to the conclusion, that it would be better off with Fair for Life, he explains.
Shares for workers let farmers access state loans
Stellar’s workers – and also those on the grape producing farms – hold shares in the company through
a trust, which holds 26 percent of the entire operation. And in doing so, they are by far not alone. On
all the farms visited for this research, workers shared some form of ownership, in different models. At
Merwida, an additional piece of land was acquired to form a small 50 hectare farm, which was completely transferred into the hands of the workforce, which has been independently farming the land for
the past two years. The grapes get sold to UniWines and to another winery. At WJ du Toit Boerdery,
another Fair Trade grape producer for UniWines in Rawsonville, a workers’ trust holds five percent of
the company. And at Koopmanskloof Vineyards near Stellenbosch, which is certified by FLO and now
also accredited by Fair for Life, the workers’ trust holds 18 percent of the production company and a
43 hectare farm. As its black manager director Rydal Jeftha owns another 33 percent of the shares, the
company is one of the few majority black owned ventures in the wine farming industry. That said, the
agricultural land (with the exception of the 43 hectares the trust owns), all infrastructure and “all the
bricks and water”, as Jeftha puts it, remain fully under the control of the white family, who’s been
owning the farm for generations. The production company, that operates the 440 hectares of planted
vineyards, pays the owners a fee for using the infrastructure.
Behind these models usually stands access to state loans and subsidies. Also, the models suggest an
advancing land redistribution. But this to a large extent exists only on paper, because black workers
only have shares in land ownership, but cannot use it as they want. Control over the land stays with the
white majority shareholders – and those farmers even expand their influence. At Stellar Organics,
where the 26 percent share, which the trust holds, does also include land and infrastructure, it has been
a 54 million Rand loan from the Department of Trade and Industry that enabled expanding. Part of the
amount, 12 million Rand, according to MD Rossouw, were loaned free of interest – under the condition that black workers would participate through a trust that holds exactly those 26 percent of shares
it now has. Merwida director van der Merwe also explained that he had bought the land for the 50
hectare farm that was then given to the workforce using “funds from government”. With the project
he, a white man, also achieved, that his company is BEE (Black Economic Empowerment) accredited,
therefore complying with the states guidelines for empowering previously disadvantaged parts of the
population. This used to be an important criterion to get access to the Fair Trade market. “Until 6 or 7
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years ago you still had to be BEE accredited, but they took that away”, van der Merwe explains.
Black Empowerment no longer Fair Trade criterion
As South Africa’s wine industry is almost completely in the hands of whites, the step allowed
Fairtrade International to grow massively. Black farmers meanwhile showed little enthusiasm.
“Fairtrade disappointed us”, Koopmanskloof MD Jeftha says. Due to the change of rules he now has to
directly compete with large companies that can even sell at a loss to push smaller competitors out of
the market he says. Especially for a “black” company, which has problems entering a saturated traditional South African wine market, this according to Jeftha proves difficult. Sales numbers have
dropped accordingly, he explains, and mentions sales in the Netherlands as an example. While they
sold 200.000 bottles there in 2009, it was only half as much now, the MD says. “We have got enough
wine, but the Fair Trade market has been absorbed by people that came on board because of the USP
(unique selling point)”, he explains. The problem: Since Fair Trade has been discovered as a sales
strategy by large producers, the implementation of “premium” money funded projects on smaller
farms is slowed down. According to Jeftha the workers’ trust at Koopmanskloof received 531.000
Rand “premium” from Fair Trade sales in 2016. That almost exactly equals the due payments for the
workers provision funds which the trust used to cover. By now, Jeftha says, that trust can’t do that
anymore, so the company stepped in to cover the monthly payments. The same, he says, applies to the
crèche. “If not enough wine is sold to have enough ‘premium’ to keep it up, the company has to pay
for it”, Jeftha says. In times of low sales the company therefore gets double-punished. With consequences. His company has never paid him a dividend, Jeftha says. He’s been at Koopmanskloof since
2007. For the workers it’s the same, they too haven’t received an additional income from their 18 percent share so far. Only from the wine sales from their own 43 hectares have the 68 beneficiaries of the
trust received an annual additional payment – according to Jeftha 1.000 Rand per person, paid out at
the end of the year “two or three times” so far.
No dividends, no higher income through share models
At least judging by dividends the situation at Stellar Organics is similar: None have been paid out so
far. But business numbers are different, as MD Rossouw proudly explains, turnover has reached more
than 100 million Rand. Two thirds of the 54 million Rand loan has already been paid back since 2013,
he says. In three years’ time he wants to have paid back all debts and proceed to pay out dividends.
But Stellar also keeps buying additional farms, just in April it acquired another 65 hectares. Among
these are farms, that until now already produced grapes for Stellar, but whose owners want to sell.
According to Klaas Coetzee, production manager and head winemaker at Stellar, the buying-up also
serves to prevent competitors from taking over the land, who might sell the grapes elsewhere. And of
course the value of the company and accordingly that of the workers’ trust’s shares also hikes with the
new farm acquisitions. On the other hand it takes longer, though, until dividends can be paid out.
As similar share models nationwide have also hardly produced dividends, and farm workers have not
received higher incomes, criticism grows. “Many of these, that opted for share equity models, needed
investment, because they were under pressure or wanted to expand”, explains Mercia Andrews, Director of the Trust for Community Outreach and Education (TCOE) in Cape Town. The farmers, she is
convinced, saw this as an opportunity to get cheap state loans. “It certainly does not benefit workers,
tangible changes do not happen, neither material nor in labour relations.”, TCOE researcher Boyce
Tom concludes. In his view “farmers are actually cashing in on land reform money”, to expand their
production area. When it comes to important decisions, for example about the use of profits, the workers, who usually only control a small part of the shares, don’t really have a say, Tom argues. He also
blames a lack of access to information for the situation, farm owners’ salaries for example, he says,
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were often not transparent to workers’ representatives. Additionally, he says, most farming companies
have to repay loans and therefore don’t produce gains.
At least in theory the small farm projects, where workers’ trusts own majorities, could be exceptions to
the rule. But as these ventures usually sell their grapes to the mother company, by which the workers
are usually also still employed, they don’t have a strong position in conflicts. Despite farm owners
handing over a part of their property, they still keep control and gain access to new sources of financing. At Stellar Organics the workers’ trust even uses Fair for Life “premiums” for a farm project, of
which it owns 51 percent, while 49 percent belong to the company. In effect the money gets invested
into production and not immediately into projects to uplift workers’ living conditions. This is done “to
grow the company for the workers”, MD Rossouw argues. “We are here for the long run, not the short
run”, he explains. That’s one way of explaining the situation. Andries Tromp, farm worker at Stellar
and member of the joint body governing the trust, has another way: “So far we haven’t gotten anything”, he says about the “premiums” from Fair for Life sales. As he says, that money was used to pay
for the shares the trust received.
Management obviously doesn’t want to describe the situation as drastic. They mention their support
for a feeding scheme at a local primary school near the wine cellars, where 700 children from surrounding farms (which don’t produce for Stellar), get a warm daily meal, including during school holidays. And the “premium” is put to more uses: A nurse now visits the winery and – on a monthly rotation – the farms, a mobile clinic in a bus has been acquired as well as another bus that offers transport
to and from work for the winery staff from the nearby town of Vredendal. But those services don’t
(yet) reach everywhere. For farm worker Chris Jacobs on the BET-EL farm producing for Stellar, the
transport situation is critical. In Koekenaap, the village closest to the farm, there is only one small and
rather expensive shop for basic goods. To get their bulk groceries farm workers have to travel to the
small town of Lutzville. Transport by taxi costs them 80 Rand return – with the low wages farm workers receive that’s more than half a day’s wage. In December, Jacobs says, he and the other workers
asked the farms owner and manager, Wilhelm Steenkamp, if Stellar, as the employer of the workers,
could provide a bus. Steenkamp had told them to address the issue at Stellar, Jacobs says. But now, in
early August, the problem remains unsolved. “They say they work on that and that we must wait”,
Jacob says with a tone of frustration. “Every time they tell us: ‘It’s a process.’ And the process goes on
and on and on, it’s still a process. But the work must go on. What can happen if I say I go on strike
until this taxi comes?” he asks rhetorically. Coetzee, the production manager, seems surprised when
asked about the issue and promises, to solve it together with Rossouw and Steenkamp. However, in
the follow up Rossouw didn’t answer questions put to him by e-mail.
“Difficult time” for questions about Fair Trade
To now construct a refusal to cooperate out of this – considering two visits made possible, one at the
cellars and one on the farm that produces the majority of grapes – would surely be wrong. However,
throughout the research some degree of suspicion could be felt. Both at Stellar and at Merwida, where
contact generally was easiest, the bosses mentioned the documentary “Bitter Grapes”, in which Danish
film maker Tom Heinemann last year exposed appalling working conditions on South African wine
farms. The film had stirred up a lot of dust, but for the farmers the scapegoat is the messenger of the
news rather than those responsible at the farms Heinemann had visited. And in some places, there
might also be worries of being shamed. At the WJ du Toit Boerdery for instance, farmer Wim du Toit
in early July initially asked for a visit to happen in August only. They were busy with preparations for
audits and training sessions, he wrote in an e-mail. When offered possible dates in August he then
declined, citing “a difficult and busy time” during which a farm visit wasn’t possible. He offered to
answer questions via e-mail instead. Direct interviews with workers were also impossible, instead du
Toit offered to communicate with them via an e-mail address.
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At Koopmanskloof it also takes a good month of several attempts to contact them, before managing
director Jeftha replies and offers an interview. He has had bad experiences, he says openly. Once a
journalist had interviewed him extensively, only to then talk to a random worker on the side of the
road out of the farm who wasn’t even employed at the company, out of which he then produced a negative report, Jeftha explains. He says this to justify why he joins the interview with the workers. It was
necessary for him to explain the backgrounds, Jefta says – and keeps answering questions directed at
the employees. Meanwhile the workers are singing praise to the company, even when their boss is not
present during a visit at the farm’s crèche. Since Jeftha had arrived and introduced the Fair Trade programme, they get proper pay slips, they say. Before the money came as cash in a simple envelope – or
not at all, when the bosses had accused them of misconduct. Where there were once pesticides simply
washed down the roads, there’s now a safe and responsible handling of toxic substances, they say. Just
like workers at Merwida the Koopmanskloof workers also highlight the respectful relationship between them and management, as well as projects in child care and education.
Hopes for a better future alive, poverty stays
To understand the workers it is necessary to look back to the terrifying conditions of the past, to the
legacy of Apartheid, which in South Africa still hasn’t been overcome. With this background, changes
which seem marginal and which could be taken for granted from a European point of view mean a lot
for the workers. “Fair Trade has changed our lives a lot”, Chris Jacobs says. He may still not benefit
from the bus Stellar acquired, but the fact itself that he can now address problems without any fear of
getting fired, that’s a change. Six years ago, Jacobs says, he could not have done that. What also keeps
workers going is the hope of a better future. “When I see a process I feel good”, Jacobs says. And
Elizabeth Jandjies points to the huge community centre currently being constructed at Merwida, funded by Fair Trade “premiums”. Soon it’s destined to comprise a clinic, a home work club for the children and a computer room. The most important was that working conditions get better, that the farm
worker community was better off and that the children had opportunities in life, Jandjies says. “The
dream is that my child is the doctor in that community centre, that my child can be the manager or
social worker”, the single mother says. She doesn’t only talk of her own children, instead she speaks
for countless farm workers.
However, organisations like the Women on Farms Project (WFP) who fight for the rights of women
working on farms show limited enthusiasm about the achievements made with Fair Trade. Yes, there
was more compliance with basic minimum legislation on certified farms, but “even there not 100 percent”, Carmen Louw, co-director at WFP, says. Benefits like transports to town or even trips wouldn’t
be found on other farms. “But to us that’s very little”, Louw adds, “it doesn’t bring real change.” None
of the ethical trade bodies had a transformation agenda, she criticises. Instead, they would use minimal
legislation to create a marketing tool for export. WFP, on the contrary, demands “real redress in terms
of land”. They want a just redistribution of land and through that a “change, where the inequality gap
decreases”, Louw says.
Such change, however, can hardly be realised at current wage levels. 15.39 Rand is what a farm worker in South Africa earns per hour. This sectoral minimum wage is paid on all Fair Trade farms visited,
only at Stellar they try to pay the annual increase of the minimum wage stipulated by law six month
ahead of its introduction. Otherwise where workers are better off than those on conventional farms is
only through benefits like transport or school fees for their children being paid by “premium” funds.
For many employees this means a lot. At a weekly wage of 695 Rand (when working 9 hour days) and
at food prices similar to those in Europe it’s obvious that this isn’t even enough for a healthy food
basket.
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Under Fair Trade regulations there are no obligations to change anything about this. All that certified
companies have to guarantee, are compliance with legal minimum wages and “the intention of continually increasing salaries”. With low union membership levels, high unemployment and by now also
strong competition among fair trade producers, this almost always remains an “intention”. And while
fair trade farms have to allow access for unions, managements don’t keep their rejection of external
workers’ organisations a secret. Instead of allowing real emancipation to happen, which could result in
labour disputes for higher wages, they try calming down their staff by creating workers’ committees,
which get to organise the distribution of fair trade “premiums” and thus gain credibility. Those bodies
at the same time act as complaints offices and conciliate in cases of workplace conflicts. By that bosses try to suggest that unions would not give any additional value to workers. In part that even works:
Certifications have led to better labour rights, clearer rules and less encroachment on farms. But they
don’t facilitate the building of real independent workers’ organisations, which could unite the workers
of an entire industry – who are spread far and wide in isolation on vast farms – in a struggle for better
wages. The opposite is happening: pointing to the existing committees, bosses try to portray any attempts to unionise as unnecessary, effectively trying to block them.
Consequently even Fair Trade doesn’t change the status quo: living wages and thus real fair labour
conditions for South Africa’s farm workers still aren’t in sight.
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